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South Africa - Weather
The main summer crop production areas in South Africa will see variable rainfall during the coming
week. Free State, North West, and neighboring areas will receive the most significant rain that will
gradually bolster soil moisture. Planting and establishment prospects will improve for most
locations. Eastern South Africa will also have several opportunities for erratic rainfall. Limpopo will
be a little too dry for ideal crop conditions while Natal and Mpumalanga generally have enough
moisture to support planting and establishment. Winter wheat harvesting in Free State will often be
sluggish due to the frequent rainfall during the coming week. Minor quality declines will be possible
in the wettest locations. Western Cape and Northern Cape will see more favorable harvest
conditions, though periods of light rain may slow fieldwork at times. • Eastern and central South
Africa will see variable rainfall during the coming week. Light rain will initially evolve today. A
disturbance will promote scattered showers and thunderstorms Wednesday through Friday. Light
shower activity will continue for eastern South Africa this weekend and early next week while
central South Africa is mostly dry. Moisture totals by next Tuesday morning will range from 0.753.00” with local amounts of 4.00” or slightly more for Free State, North West, Eastern Cape, and
immediate neighboring areas .
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United States of America - Weather
U.S. MIDWEST: The Midwest will see another round of significant rain tonight through Friday stalling
fieldwork in much of the region before a drier weather pattern this weekend through Nov. 9 allows
harvesting to resume.
o Much of the Midwest will be dry today and harvesting should advance in areas that did not see
heavy rain during the weekend.
o The lower Midwest will see another round of precipitation Monday into next Tuesday with the
precipitation mostly light while the northern Midwest is mostly dry.
o Precipitation may increase Nov. 6-8, but confidence for this event is low.
U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: The Delta and the Southeast will see more sunshine than rain and good
harvest progress during the next two weeks with a few rounds of rain that should not cause more
than temporary interruptions to fieldwork.
o The rain expected should cause some temporary cotton discoloration while winter crops benefit
from increases in soil moisture expected.
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South America - Weather
BRAZIL: Rio Grande do Sul and Paraguay to Parana will dry down during the next two weeks and
fieldwork should advance well while today’s forecast is a little wetter overall and two rounds of rain
during the next two weeks should keep the region from rapidly drying down.
o The first round of showers will occur Saturday into Monday with better organized rain occurred
Nov. 3-4.
• Regular rounds of showers and thunderstorms will occur through the next two weeks across
northern and central Brazil inducing some increases in soil moisture while maintaining or improving
conditions for planting and establishment of crops.
ARGENTINA: Argentina will see more sunshine than rain and good planting progress through the
next two weeks, but one notable exception will Sunday into Wednesday of next week when enough
rain should fall to keep soil conditions favorable for planting and establishment of crops in most
areas.
o Today’s forecast is wetter than what was advertised Monday and enough rain should fall on the
drier areas in the west to induce improvements in soil moisture.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather
EUROPE: A low-pressure system will develop over the Mediterranean Sea this weekend and the storm system will become stronger early next week and heavy rain will develop over southern Italy and is expected to
eventually meander over Greece late next week. Flash flooding will occur with the torrential rainfall.
AUSTRALIA: A good mix of precipitation and sunshine will occur over southern Australia as well as the central to southeastern coastal areas of Queensland and northeastern New South Wales this week. The
environment will be ideal for reproducing and filling winter crops and some eastern production areas of Queensland sorghum and cotton areas will benefit from the moisture. Areas throughout interior South
Australia, northwestern Victoria, New South Wales and southern Queensland will be dry through early next week. Soil moisture will maintain favorable conditions in most locations, but some greater rainfall would still
be welcome over interior southern Queensland.
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